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Wildfire activity has increased across the western United States in recent decades, caus-
ing significant damage to ecosystem services and human communities. The Sierra Nevada
region, in particular, has experienced substantial increases in the ignition frequency, severity,
and extent of large wildfires. To partly disentangle the complex processes underlying wild-
fire risk, I developed a simple approach to link natural wildfire ignition patterns to changing
seasonal temperatures and extreme high and low air temperature events across the Sierra
Nevada region from 1992—2015. Extreme event analyses focused on the association between
the magnitude and frequency of occurrence of extreme temperature events and wildfire ig-
nition in spring, summer, and fall wildfire seasons, with a particular focus on contrasting
these patterns between fire and non-fire locations. Temperatures increased over the study
period, including those of extreme high and low temperature events. Generally, fire locations
were more likely to experience extreme high temperature events and less likely to experience
extreme low temperature events. During summer and fall, fire locations also experienced rel-
atively hotter extreme high temperature events. Fire ignition probability was most strongly
associated with the frequency of extreme high air temperature event occurrence in seasons
preceding and including the spring, summer, and fall fire seasons. As the number of extreme
high temperature events increased over these seasons, fire ignition probabilities increased
substantially (maximum ignition increases of +1346% in spring, +265% in summer, and
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+148% in fall) and were consistent across the Sierra Nevada region. Thus, the sustained
occurrence of extreme high air temperature events indicates increased wildfire risk, and ig-
nition in summer and fall fire seasons may be further enhanced by hotter extreme events.
Relationships between high temperatures and natural wildfire ignition can help to identify
locations of increased wildfire risk, and to some degree minimize uncertainty associated with
the multiple factors that shape wildfire characteristics. This insight can guide management
actions to reduce wildfire risk across the Sierra Nevada region and in other similar ecoregions.
Chapter 2
Piñon pine-juniper woodlands are strongly influenced by variation in the ecosystem water
balance and the linkage between soil moisture and tree transpiration. Water balance differs
across fine-scale climate, landscape, and tree stand heterogeneity, and these differences are
challenging to resolve mechanistically. I used a low-dimensional water balance simulation
model to quantify variation in the water balance across heterogeneous piñon pine-juniper sites
in southern Nevada. My simulations focused on 2 contrasting higher and lower precipitation
mountain ranges in southern Nevada, and resolving the interactive effects of 3 conditions
across these areas: elevation (2000, 2200, and 2400 m), unsheltered microsites with low
and higher canopy cover, and south, neutral, and north facing aspects. Across all sites and
simulations, variation in ecosystem water balance was imparted by increasing precipitation
with site elevation, as well as lower partitioning of water into the soil profile at sites with
higher tree stand density and greater interception. This supports the potential for strong
regional similarity in the water-driven mechanisms influencing piñon pine-juniper woodlands.
Notably, tree transpiration magnitude as well as transpiration as a function of incoming
rainfall declined above tree densities of ∼16—20 m2 ha-1, illustrating the role of canopy and
iv
litter interception on ecosystem water balance. This may help to explain why past drought
impacts to piñon pine-juniper ecosystems have not been limited to lower elevational ranges.
My study elucidates how variation in climate, landscape, and tree stand characteristics
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THESIS INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, climate change has interacted with landscape characteristics causing
ecological damage in the western US. Over this time period, wildfire activity in the Sierra
Nevada region has been increasing due to a warming climate and increasing forest density.
Another disturbance linked to climate change has been the widespread mortality of piñon
pine trees due to severe droughts in the southwestern US. While these unprecedented changes
have been occurring in western landscapes, there have been advances in the tools and datasets
available to understand the mechanisms underlying these ecosystems. Specifically, open-
source GIS and statistical computing software have enabled cost-effective analysis, and this
accessibility has allowed more users to contribute to technological innovations. In this thesis,
I used QGIS, R statistical computing, and publicly available data to study climate-landscape
dynamics in two areas of the western US.
In the first chapter, I link natural wildfire ignition to extreme high and low air temper-
ature events in the Sierra Nevada region. I focus on air temperature because it is relatively
easy to measure and predict, and extreme air temperature events, in particular, may be able
to capture the complex factors associated with wildfire ignition. This simplified approach is
especially useful because it can be performed virtually anywhere due to the availability of
gridded climate data.
Piñon pine-juniper woodlands are one of the most prevalent ecosystem types in the
western US, and there is variability in their structure and functioning at local and regional
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scales. In the second chapter, I used a water balance model to understand the implications
of this variation by simulating site differences in the adjacent Sheep and Spring mountains
of southern Nevada. I considered the question: how does piñon pine-juniper tree density
influence soil moisture through mechanisms of shading, transpiration, and interception? The
answer to this question alludes to the complexity of piñon pine-juniper woodlands and how
the water balance can provide insights for the larger issues of drought and encroachment
related to these ecosystems. Accordingly, this chapter suggests potential implications of
management actions on piñon pine-juniper tree density.
Climate change will continue to impact different ecosystems through interacting mech-
anisms. In this thesis, I will provide insight on extreme climate events and disturbances,
and also ecosystem functioning in response to current mean climate conditions. In the first
chapter, I use a simplified approach, which does not consider the impact of landscape het-
erogeneity on wildfire ignitions; in the second chapter, I demonstrate the impact of even
moderate site differences on the water balance. Therefore, each of these contrasting perspec-
tives can be useful for understanding important ecological issues. It is both an exciting and
challenging time to be an ecologist as new techniques and issues are continuously emerging.
2
CHAPTER 1
SUSTAINED EXTREME HIGH AIR TEMPERATURE EVENTS INDICATE
INCREASED RISK OF NATURAL WILDFIRE IGNITION IN THE SIERRA NEVADA
REGION
1. Introduction
The frequency, extent, and for some regions, the severity (Dillon et al., 2011; Miller and
Safford, 2012) of large wildfires have been increasing across the western United States since
the 1980s due to interacting factors, including climate warming and the legacy of human
wildfire and forest management (Westerling et al., 2006; Calkin et al., 2015; Abatzoglou and
Williams, 2016). Average annual burned area in the western US increased at a rate of 355 km2
per year from 1984 to 2011 (Dennison et al., 2014). Wildfires have caused considerable and
long-lasting damage to ecosystem services, human health, and communities in the wildland-
urban interface (Moritz et al., 2014; Fann et al., 2018), and suppression costs exceeded 3
billion dollars (USD) in 2018 (National Interagency Fire Center, 2018). Increasing evidence
also shows that large wildfires can influence regional land-atmosphere interactions, release
stored carbon into the atmosphere, and contribute to forest losses (Flannigan et al., 2009;
Garcia et al., 2016). Wildfire risk is increasing at an even higher rate in individual regions
of the western US, with the Sierra Nevada region of California, for example, experiencing a
more than sixfold increase in average annual burned area since 1972 (Williams et al., 2019).
Annual burned area is projected to continue to increase by over 50% in the western US by
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2050, with some regions experiencing increases near and above 100% (Spracklen et al., 2009),
underscoring the critical need to understand and forecast the indicators of enhanced wildfire
risk locally and regionally in the western US.
Naturally-occurring wildfires are dynamic processes that are influenced by a suite of
interacting factors, including drought and heat waves, strong winds, topography, tree stand
density and forest health, and the timing of lightning strikes for fire ignition (Flannigan and
Wotton, 2001; Flannigan et al., 2005; Littell et al., 2016; Stephens et al., 2018). Due to high
interannual variability in wildfires that is associated with broad-scale climate (Swetnam,
1993), there has been significant research focus on elucidating the role of climate patterns
on wildfire properties. Precipitation totals and resulting patterns of moisture availability
shape wildfire patterns throughout the western US (Littell et al., 2009), and increasing
temperatures and earlier timing of snowmelt are increasing wildfire risk, both in individual
years and over longer time periods (Westerling et al., 2006; Westerling, 2016). Additionally,
the occurrence of extreme climate events such as multiyear droughts has been linked to
increased wildfire extent and severity (Crockett and Westerling, 2018). The influence of
extreme moisture events on wildfire characteristics has been assessed using indices such as
the Palmer Drought Severity Index (see Westerling et al., 2003; Preisler and Westerling,
2007; Littell et al., 2009; Riley et al., 2013 for examples) and analyses including ecological
drought and droughts associated with high temperatures (i.e. hot-drought) show promise
of providing enhanced understanding of climate-driven impacts to ecosystems (Allen et al.,
2010, 2015; Bradford et al., 2020). Yet, although wildfire risk is projected to increase in
accordance with changes in extreme weather events due to climate change (Liu et al., 2013),
forecasting this risk remains challenging due to the multiple factors that influence wildfire
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characteristics (e.g. their ignition, severity, and extent), especially in locations where climatic
and landscape factors are especially heterogeneous.
Understanding the effects of climate variability and extreme climate events on wildfire
characteristics is a critical component of anticipating wildfire risk. Yet, the way that cli-
mate supports wildfire is confounded by multiple wildfire-shaping factors including weather
patterns, forest and understory health and heterogeneity, and ignition agents. For example,
wildfire ignition, severity, and extent are all enhanced by hot and dry conditions during the
fire season (Turner and Romme, 1994; Littell et al., 2016), but wildfire severity is actually
more strongly associated with vegetation composition (Collins et al., 2007; Parks et al.,
2018), and wildfire extent is strongly influenced by weather variables such as wind speed
and precipitation (Flannigan et al., 2005; Littell et al., 2009; Moritz et al., 2010). Wildfire
ignition has been associated with air temperature and precipitation and their interactions
with fuels (Preisler et al., 2004; Chang et al., 2013; Bajocco et al., 2017), but human-ignited
wildfires confound this relationship by increasing wildfire occurrence under climatic condi-
tions that would not normally support wildfire ignition (Balch et al., 2017). This complexity
makes it difficult to determine how wildfire risk changes through time, and especially across
broad regional areas that vary in wildfire-shaping factors, as these factors cannot be fully
measured or forecast.
One potential way to disentangle complex wildfire processes is to develop simplified ap-
proaches that tie wildfire characteristics (e.g. ignition, severity, and extent) to individual
variables. By doing so, it may be possible to reduce the uncertainty of multiple influential
variables and provide new insight on wildfire risk both through time and across broad re-
gional areas. I propose that the properties of air temperature [Ta: ◦C] and extreme high
5
and low Ta events may be especially useful for identifying increased wildfire ignition risk. Ta
is a driver of aridity in fuels and associated with increased lightning-ignited wildfires (Price
and Rind, 1994; Flannigan et al., 2016), and surface fuel moisture may be more sensitive
to changes in Ta than precipitation (Flannigan et al., 2016). Additionally, Ta is easier to
measure and predict than precipitation, and climate change projections of Ta are therefore
more robust (IPCC, 2013; Pierce et al., 2013). Thus, although wildfire characteristics have
been more directly linked to biophysical variables such as measures of fuel and soil moisture
(Abatzoglou and Kolden, 2013), relationships between Ta and wildfire characteristics may
offer advantages in wildfire prediction and in the extension of climate and wildfire insight
across regional areas. Although extreme Ta events have been less frequently explored in
wildfire research (see Parisien et al., 2011 for an exception), I postulate that the frequency
of occurrence and magnitude of extreme high and low Ta events may be even more strongly
associated with wildfire ignition risk. Specifically, extreme high Ta events may be associ-
ated with increased wildfire ignition risk, while extreme low Ta events may be correlated to
reduced wildfire ignition risk. However, it is unclear at what spatial scales these relation-
ships may be most meaningful. For example, if wildfire ignition is associated with extreme
Ta events (high and/or low), it may be possible to estimate local ignition risk and forecast
regional wildfire hotspots. In contrast, if extreme Ta-fire relationships are not strong, the
need to understand fine-scale patterns of climate, fuel, disturbance, and human factors on
wildfire properties will be reinforced.
In this study I evaluated to what degree changing Ta and the occurrence and magnitude
of extreme high Ta events (based on daily maximum Ta values) and extreme low Ta events
(based on daily minimum Ta values) were associated with the ignition of naturally occurring
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wildfires in the Sierra Nevada region of the western US from 1992—2015. During a similar
timeframe (1992—2012), the Sierra Nevada and its greater ecoregion experienced the most
lightning-ignited wildfires in the contiguous US (Balch et al., 2017), making it an ideal
location for this focus. The objectives of this research were to: (1) Determine if increasing
Ta in the Sierra Nevada region from 1992—2015 corresponded to an increase in natural
fire ignitions; (2) Contrast relationships between the magnitude of extreme high and low
Ta events on fire ignition to those of extreme Ta event frequency (magnitude of extreme
events versus frequency of extreme events); and (3) Determine if extreme Ta events in prior
seasons inform the probability of fire ignition during fire seasons. The analyses in this study
elucidated these relationships for Sierra Nevada grid cells experiencing naturally-occurring
wildfire (fire/cells/locations) and for those not experiencing wildfire (non-fire cells/locations).
Due to the association of wildfire with hot and dry conditions during spring, summer, and fall
fire seasons, I hypothesized that extreme high Ta events would have stronger relationships
with wildfire ignition than those of extreme low Ta events, and further hypothesized that the
magnitude of extreme high and low Ta events would have stronger relationships with ignition
than those of extreme event frequency of occurrence. Relationships between extreme Ta
events and wildfire ignition can increase understanding of wildfire risk in the Sierra Nevada
region, and may provide an additional fire prediction tool that can be extended to other
fire-affected regions of western North America. “Fire” and “wildfire” are synonymous in the
manuscript, and both refer to naturally-ignited wildfires.
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2. Site Description
The study area was the Sierra Nevada region (64,544 km2 in area) as defined by the United
States Geological Survey physiographic divisions of the conterminous US (United States
Geological Survey, 2004; Figure 1.1). The Sierra Nevada region primarily consists of forested
mountains, but is influenced by a diversity of surrounding landscapes: the Cascade-Sierra
Mountains to the north, the Great Basin to the east, the Mojave Desert to the south, and the
Central Valley to the west. The climate in the Sierra Nevada region is Mediterranean, with
the majority of precipitation (500 to 2030 mm) falling between fall and spring, as summers
are hot and dry (United States Forest Service, 1994). Average daily temperatures range
from 7 to 13 ◦C and vary across seasons and elevations (United States Forest Service, 1994).
Elevation ranges from 88 to 3889 m according to the 4 km resolution digital elevation model
acquired from the Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM
Climare Group, 2019). Conifers dominate this region, and forest composition changes with
elevation (Miller et al., 2009; Liang et al., 2017). At lower elevations, oaks, gray pines, and
ponderosa pines are most prevalent, mixed conifer species comprise the mid-elevation forests,
and red firs, mountain hemlocks, and a variety of pines compose montane and subalpine
forests at high elevations (Liang et al., 2017). Frequent, small fires that maintained forest
health and structure were reduced across the Sierra Nevada region due to fire suppression
in the 20th century, which increased understory fuel loads and tree stand density (Stephens
et al., 2018). These changes were important contributors to an increasing occurrence of large
fires over the past 40 years (Stephens et al., 2018). Tree mortality in the Sierra Nevada region
is increasing due to the interplay of this altered fire regime, historically significant droughts,













Figure 1.1: Study area map. The Sierra Nevada region is bounded in gray, and the color
gradient designates the number of fire ignitions in each grid cell from 1992—2015 (white: 0
ignitions; dark red: 8 ignitions).
mitigate fire effects (Crockett and Westerling, 2018; Stephens et al., 2018).
3. Methods
3.1 Data sources and data harmonization
I obtained point-based fire ignition data for the Sierra Nevada study area from 1992—
2015 from the Fire Program Analysis Fire-Occurrence Database (Short, 2014, 2017), which
has demonstrated utility for fire analysis in the Sierra Nevada study region and nationwide
(see Parks et al., 2016; Thompson et al., 2016; Balch et al., 2017 for examples). This study
included only natural, lightning-ignited wildfires, and included fire size classes from Class B
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(> 0.10 ha; < 4.05 ha) to Class G (≥ 2023.43 ha), the characteristics of which are provided in
the attribute data of the Fire Program Analysis Fire-Occurrence Database (Short, 2014, 2017;
National Wildfire Coordinating Group, 2020). I did not include Class A fires (≤ 0.10 ha)
because very small events (e.g. a single lightning struck tree) may occur following lightning
strikes even under conditions that do not support wildfire and are relatively inconsequential
from a regional management perspective. Class A fires accounted for the majority of total
lightning-ignited fires in the study area from 1992—2015 (7,897 of 10,788 total fires; 73%).
I obtained daily gridded air temperature [Ta: ◦C] data at 4 km resolution from 1990—
2016 from PRISM. Resolution at this scale allows for fire analysis at the local level within
the context of a large physiographic region. The analyses in this research focused on daily
maximum air temperature [Ta max: ◦C] and daily minimum air temperature [Ta min: ◦C].
Interpolated climate data such as PRISM may experience autocorrelation due to naturally
occurring climate patterns and interpolation procedures. There was a moderate degree of
autocorrelation for the data in the study area (Supplementary Figure 3.1). Fortin et al.
(2005) recommend the use of small blocks when autocorrelation is present, so I minimized
any potential effects on the results by analyzing Ta in each grid cell independently.
I clipped PRISM raster files of daily Ta max and Ta min to the Sierra Nevada region at 4
km resolution. Point-based fire data were filtered to the resulting Sierra Nevada rasters, and
were assigned to the centroid of the nearest 4 km resolution cell from PRISM. I harmonized
point-based and spatial data using QGIS (QGIS Development Team, 2019), and I compiled
and analyzed all data using R (R Development Core Team, 2019). The coordinate reference
system NAD83 (EPSG: 4269) was used to process all spatial data.
3.2 Extreme Ta events analysis
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The analyses in this study focused on comparing the occurrence and magnitude of extreme
high and low Ta events to fire ignition in each cell independently. To do this, I used a
technique based on the peaks-over-threshold approach of Coelho et al. (2008), which is a
nonstationary approach that identifies extreme events at the monthly time step from the
distribution of daily values. Nonstationarity is especially useful in an analysis of extreme
temperature events in a region that is experiencing increasing temperatures, as extreme
events are not limited to the warmer end of the timeframe. Using this approach, I determined,
for each cell in each month from 1991—2015, whether or not an extreme Ta event occurred
and also the magnitude of the temperature threshold value designating an extreme event.
This analysis included all cells: cells experiencing fires and cells not experiencing fires. I
evaluated extreme high Ta max events and extreme low Ta min events separately.
To determine the occurrence of extreme high Ta max events, I followed the peaks-over-
threshold method described in Coelho et al. (2008) (see Petrie et al., 2020 for a recent
application of this method using temperature simulations). First, I calculated a 3-year
floating mean (L) for daily Ta max values in each month, such that each cell in each month
had a single value of L calculated from daily Ta max values from the same month in the
surrounding 2 years. For example, L for one cell in August 1995 was the mean of daily Ta
max values for the same cell from August 1994 to 1996. Over relatively short time periods
such as in this study, previous meta-analyses that has been conducted have shown that
floating window length has a minimal effect on the calculation of extreme events using this
method, and I propose that a 3-year window length is appropriate.
For each month of each cell’s temperature record, I determined the daily Ta max values
> L, and ranked these daily values from highest to lowest. A month with ≥ 20 daily Ta max
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values > L therefore had 1 or 2 days that met or exceeded the top 5% of high temperature
days and were therefore statistically extreme. The observed daily value ranked sequentially
below the top 5% of values (e.g., 1—2 values below the highest daily value) was marked as
the extreme temperature threshold (U), which designated the boundary condition between
extreme and non-extreme events. For example, in a month with 20 daily Ta max values
> L, U is the 2nd highest value of these observations, and designates a threshold between
the top 5% of daily values and those below. I refer to these U threshold values as extreme
high Ta events (Ta max). Months without ≥ 20 daily Ta max values > L therefore did
not experience an extreme Ta max event because the 2nd highest value could not mark the
top 5% threshold (i.e., 19/20 = 95% and 18/19 = 94.7%). To determine the occurrence
of extreme low Ta min events, I used the same procedure but ranked and evaluated values
below L and focused on low versus high temperatures.
The analyses of extreme events focused on the magnitude and occurrence of U values in
each cell (4034 total 4 km resolution cells) in each month of the record (January—December,
1991—2015). U used PRISM data from 1990—2016 to calculate extreme events for 1991—
2015 and examine legacy effects on fires beginning in 1992. Because temperatures differed
across the study region, I normalized the magnitude of extreme high and low Ta events as
an anomaly (observed – long-term mean)/(standard deviation of long-term mean). As part
of this normalized analysis, I detrended (removed trends in the time series) the extreme high
and low temperature events due to warming during the timeframe based on statistically sig-
nificant deviations from the long-term (1991—2015) mean of these events. I detrended cells
individually and required ≥ 7 extreme temperature events and a significant trend in extreme
temperature event magnitudes (p < 0.05). Cells that did not exhibit these characteristics
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were not detrended.
3.3 Relationships of extreme Ta events and fire ignition
The analyses in this study included evaluating temperature change and fire ignition across
the Sierra Nevada region from 1992—2015 and comparing relationships between extreme
Ta events and fire ignition in individual cells over the same time period. To explore the
relationships between extreme Ta events and fire ignition, I compared the occurrence and
normalized magnitude of extreme Ta events between cells experiencing a fire and non-fire
cells. I used a binary system to track fire occurrence in cells over monthly and seasonal time
periods. This system did not account for a small number of cells that had multiple fires in
the same month or season (Supplementary Table 3.1). I conducted these analyses for 3 fire
seasons (spring: March-May; summer: June-August; fall: September-November), and did
not include winter (December-February) because there were no fires during those months
that met the criteria of this study.
I evaluated relationships between extreme Ta events and fire ignition by comparing pro-
portional differences in extreme event occurrence between fire cells and non-fire cells, and
differences in the normalized magnitude of extreme events between fire cells and non-fire
cells. I compared these proportions within each fire season (spring, summer, and fall) in
two ways. First, I compared the properties of extreme Ta events in each individual fire
season (summer 1995, for example) to extreme Ta event properties in the same season from
1992—2015, and focused on contrasting extreme Ta events between fire and non-fire cells.
Second, I contrasted the properties of extreme Ta events between fire cells and non-fire cells
for individual fire seasons (summer 1995, for example) and 3 preceding seasons (fall 1994,
winter 1994—95, and spring 1995 in this example). Thus, the preceding months that were
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analyzed differed between spring, summer, and fall fire seasons.
3.4 Predictive power of extreme Ta events for fire ignition
In addition to the extreme event-fire relationships during spring, summer, and fall fire
seasons, I determined if the observation of extreme Ta events in prior seasons informed fire
ignition probability during spring, summer, and fall fire seasons. To do this, I iteratively
counted the total number of extreme Ta events in the 3 seasons preceding each spring,
summer, and fall fire season. For example, the analysis of the summer 1995 fire season
included counts of extreme event occurrence from fall 1994 (1 3-month season; 0—3 extreme
events possible), from fall 1994 through winter 1994—1995 (2 seasons; 0—6 extreme events
possible), from fall 1994 through spring 1995 (3 seasons; 0—9 extreme events possible),
and from fall 1994 through the summer 1995 fire season (4 seasons; 0—12 extreme events
possible). I then quantified the probability of fire occurrence across all spring, summer,
and fall fire seasons from 1992—2015 at each extreme event occurrence category (from 0—3
events in 1 season; up to 0—12 events in 4 seasons) as the number of fire cells divided by
the number of total cells. I evaluated extreme high and low Ta events separately. When
an extreme event category had fewer than 8 fires, I combined these cells with those of the
next lowest category to generate a larger sample size for this analysis. For example, the
4 season analysis of the summer fire season had 0 fires occurring after 11 or 12 extreme
events, and only 3 fires occurring after 10 extreme events. These 3 fires occurring after 10
extreme events were then combined with observations of 9 extreme events, and the category,
therefore, reflects the fire ignition probability emanating from 9—10 extreme events. I then




4.1 Ta change and fire ignition from 1992—2015
Mean monthly Ta max [maximum air temperature: ◦C] and Ta min [minimum air tem-
perature: ◦C] increased significantly from 1992—2015, as well as the magnitudes of extreme
high and low Ta events. Mean monthly Ta max and Ta min increased by 1.33 and 1.35 ◦C,
respectively, and the mean value of extreme high and low Ta events increased by 0.66 and
0.74 ◦C (Figure 1.2a; Supplementary Figure 3.2). Fire cells experienced relatively larger in-
creases in the magnitude of extreme high and low Ta events (extreme high Ta events: +1.44
◦C; extreme low Ta events: +4.53 ◦C; Figure 1.2a; Supplementary Figure 3.2). Despite the
overall warming trend in the region, fire ignitions declined from 1992—2015 (Figure 1.2b).
During the first half of the timeframe (1992—2003), there were 138 fire ignitions per year
compared to only 103 fire ignitions per year during the second half of the timeframe (2004—
2015). Summer and fall fire seasons accounted for > 90% of total fire ignitions (Figure 1.2b;
Supplementary Table 3.1).
4.2 Extreme high Ta events and fire ignition
In spring, summer, and fall fire seasons, fire cells experienced a greater proportion of
months with extreme high Ta events compared to non-fire cells (Figure 1.3). Spring fire
cells were especially likely to experience extreme high Ta events; over 50% of these fire
cells experienced a spring extreme high Ta event, an increase of 25.7% compared to non-
fire cells (Figure 1.3b; Supplementary Table 3.2). Summer fire cells experienced 5.7% more
extreme high Ta events compared to non-fire cells, and fall fire cells experienced 2.2% more
extreme high Ta events compared to non-fire cells (Figure 1.3c,d; Supplementary Table 3.2).
Additionally, fire cells experienced more extreme high Ta events in seasons prior to each
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Figure 1.2: Timeseries of monthly extreme high air temperature [Ta: ◦C] event magnitude
across the Sierra Nevada region from 1992—2015 (brown points), and extreme high Ta event
magnitude of fire cells (red points; Panel a). Visualized extreme value lines are loess (locally
estimated scatterplot smoothing) smoothed by 10%, and linear correlation equations are
shown at the top of the plot. Barplot of fire occurrence across the Sierra Nevada region for
winter (no fire ignitions), spring, summer, and fall from 1992—2015 (Panel b). The black
line indicates total fire ignitions in each year.
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a
Extreme high Ta events, 1992−2015 Extreme high Ta events, fire cells 1992−2015
Previous summer
b
Previous fall Previous winter  Spring fire season
Previous fall
c
Previous winter Previous spring Summer fire season
Previous winter
d
Previous spring Previous summer Fall fire season
Non−fire cells with extreme high Ta events
Fire cells without extreme high Ta events
Proportional increase in extreme events, fire cells
Figure 1.3: Pie charts of the proportion of months experiencing an extreme high air tem-
perature [Ta: ◦C] event on average (brown area), and the proportional increase in extreme
high Ta event occurrence in fire cells (red area; Panel a). Panels b—d illustrate proportional
increases in extreme high Ta event occurrence for fire cells in the spring (Panel b), summer
(Panel c) and fall (Panel d) fire seasons, and proportional increases in extreme high Ta event
occurrence in the 3 seasons preceding each fire season.
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fire season (Figure 1.3). Spring fire cells experienced more extreme high Ta events in the
previous summer (+9.3%), fall (+0.5%), and winter (+8.9%) compared to spring non-fire
cells (Figure 1.3b; Supplementary Table 3.2). Similarly, summer fire cells experienced more
extreme high Ta events in the previous fall (+7.0%), winter (+2.5%), and spring (+0.8%;
Figure 1.3c; Supplementary Table 3.2), and fall fire cells experienced more extreme high Ta
events in the previous winter (+2.5%), spring (+0.6%), and summer (+2.8%; Figure 1.3d;
Supplementary Table 3.2).
The normalized magnitude of extreme high Ta events in fire cells did not show consistent
differences from extreme high Ta events in non-fire cells, with the exception of summer and
fall fire seasons when fire cells experienced extreme high Ta events that were relatively hotter
than those occurring in non-fire cells (Figure 1.4b,c). This difference was not observed in
spring fire seasons (Figure 1.4a). In seasons preceding the fire season, differences in the
magnitude of extreme events in fire cells compared to non-fire cells were highly variable and
did not have clear relationships with fire ignition (Figure 1.4).
In spring, summer, and fall fire seasons, fire ignition probability was positively associated
with the number of extreme high Ta events that occurred in preceding seasons up to and
including the active fire season (Figure 1.5). The most explanatory of the fire ignition prob-
ability analyses included 3 preceding seasons (prior 3 seasons before the fire season) as well
as 4 seasons (prior 3 seasons plus event occurrence in the fire season; Figure 1.5; Supplemen-
tary Table 3.3). In these analyses, fire ignition probability increased as a greater number
of extreme high Ta events occurred. For the 3 season analysis, fire ignition probability in
spring increased from 0.08% to 0.47% (+461% percentage increase in probability) as the











































































































Extreme high Ta events
Figure 1.4: Boxplots of extreme high air temperature [Ta: ◦C] anomaly (observed – long-
term mean/standard deviation of long-term mean) for extreme high Ta events in non-fire
cells (brown boxes) and fire cells (red boxes) in the spring (Panel a), summer (Panel b) and
fall (Panel c) fire seasons, and in the 3 seasons preceding each fire season. Stars represent
significant differences between fire and non-fire cells (p-value ≤ 0.05; one-tailed t-tests) and
the direction of this difference is indicated by the arrows between boxes.
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Spring fire season; previous summer, fall, and wintera




























Spring fire season; previous summer, fall, winter, and same springb

































Summer fire season; previous fall, winter and springc



































Summer fire season; previous fall, winter, spring and same summerd



































Fall fire season; previous winter, spring, and summere



































Fall fire season; previous winter, spring, summer, and same fallf
Figure 1.5: Fire ignition probability for cells experiencing differing numbers of extreme high
air temperature [Ta: ◦C] events during and prior to the fire season, summarized across 1992—
2015. Panels a, c, and e illustrate fire ignition probability in the spring (Panel a), summer
(Panel c), and fall (Panel e) fire season in response to extreme event occurrence during the
3 prior seasons (3 seasons, 9 extreme events maximum). Panels b, d, and f illustrate fire
ignition probability in the spring (Panel b), summer (Panel d), and fall (Panel f) fire season
in response to extreme event occurrence during the 3 prior seasons and also the fire season
(4 seasons, 12 extreme events maximum). In cases where too few events were observed in
an extreme event category, these events were merged with the next lowest category.
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Figure 1.6: Maps of extreme high air temperature [Ta: ◦C] events during the prior 3 seasons
up to and including the active fire season (4 total seasons; white: 0 events; dark brown:
8 events) for spring, summer, and fall fire seasons. Panels include years with the highest
(Panels a,c,e) and lowest (Panels b,d,f) number of regional fire ignitions (red points).
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summer increased from 1.18% to 4.16% (+252% percentage increase in probability) as the
number of extreme high Ta events increased from 0 to 7—8; and fire ignition probability
in fall increased from 0.61% to 1.46% (+140% percentage increase in probability) as the
number of extreme high Ta events increased from 0 to 7 (Figure 1.5a,c,e; Supplementary
Table 3.3). In the 4 season analysis, fire ignition probability in spring increased from 0.06%
to 0.93% (+1346% percentage increase in probability) as the number of extreme high Ta
events increased from 0—2 to 7—8 events; fire ignition probability in summer increased
from 1.20% to 4.38% (+265% percentage increase in probability) as the number of extreme
high Ta events increased from 0 to 9—10; and fire ignition probability in the fall increased
from 0.70% to 1.74% (+148% percentage increase in probability) as the number of extreme
high Ta events increased from 0 to 8 (Figure 1.5b,d,f; Supplementary Table 3.3). Regionally
in each year, fire occurrence was positively associated with the number of extreme high Ta
events in the 3 preceding seasons and active fire season (4 season analysis; Figure 1.6).
4.3 Relationship of extreme low Ta events to fire ignition
Compared to extreme high Ta events, the properties of extreme low Ta events were gen-
erally less associated with fire ignition. Fire cells experienced proportionally fewer extreme
low Ta events than non-fire cells on average, notably in spring and summer fire seasons and
in preceding winter (Supplementary Figure 3.3). These differences in magnitude were not as
large as those observed for extreme high Ta events, and were inconsistent, with fall fire sea-
sons actually experiencing proportionally more extreme low Ta events compared to non-fire
cells (Supplementary Figure 3.3d; Supplementary Table 3.2). The normalized magnitude of
extreme low Ta events in fire cells did not show consistent differences compared to these
events in non-fire cells, and in many seasons the magnitude of extreme low Ta events in fire
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cells was actually lower than that of non-fire cells (Supplementary Figure 3.4).
The association between the occurrence of extreme low Ta events and fire probability
was generally inconclusive (Supplementary Figure 3.5). In the 3 season analysis (prior 3
seasons before fire season), fire ignition probability actually increased slightly with a greater
number of extreme low Ta events preceding the fire season (Supplementary Figure 3.5a,c,e;
Supplementary Table 3.4). In the 4 season analysis (prior 3 seasons plus events during the
fire season), fire ignition probability both increased and decreased with a greater number of
extreme low Ta events leading up to and including the spring, summer, and fall fire seasons
(Supplementary Figure 3.5b,d,f; Supplementary Table 3.4).
5. Discussion
5.1 Ta, extreme Ta events, and fire ignition
I found significant increases in the magnitude of monthly mean Ta min and Ta max across
the Sierra Nevada region from 1992—2015, as well as significant increases in the magnitude
of extreme high and low Ta events. Increases in Ta did not correspond to an overall increase
in wildfire ignition, which declined across the region from 1992—2015 and corroborates
observed declines in total wildfire frequency across the western US (Marlon et al., 2012;
National Interagency Fire Center, 2019). In support of the first hypothesis (extreme high
Ta events would have stronger relationships with ignition than extreme low Ta events), I
found only minor evidence supporting an association between extreme low Ta events and
fire ignition, namely an association between a reduced occurrence of these events in fire cells
during spring and summer fire seasons, and in the winters that precede fire seasons. Ta-driven
trends of earlier and reduced snowmelt are important drivers of fire activity (Westerling et al.,
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2006; Westerling, 2016). Although they occurred less frequently, the magnitudes of extreme
low Ta events were not consistently different between fire and non-fire cells, and I conclude
that the magnitude of these events is not strongly associated with fire ignition probability.
In refutation of the second hypothesis (extreme Ta event magnitude would have stronger
relationships with ignition than extreme Ta event occurrence), I found only limited support
for a positive association between the magnitude of extreme high Ta events and fire that
was limited to summer and fall fire seasons. I postulate that the association between the
magnitudes of extreme high and low Ta events and fire ignition probability is strongest in
- and perhaps limited to - the active fire season due to their correspondence with the dry
environmental and atmospheric conditions that support fire ignition (Littell et al., 2016).
I found a strong association between the probability of fire ignition and extreme event
frequency of occurrence in the year leading up to and including fire seasons. Cells that
experienced a fire were on average more likely to have experienced an extreme high Ta event
in the seasons preceding and including spring, summer, and fall fire seasons compared to non-
fire cells. Additionally, the frequency of extreme high Ta event occurrence in the 4 seasons
(12 months) leading up to and including the active fire season was strongly associated with
fire ignition probability, and cells that experienced more extreme high Ta events had a much
higher fire ignition probability (from +148% to +1346% percentage increase in probability)
compared to those that did not. Although year to year fire probabilities for individual cells
were relatively low even in cases of abundant extreme high Ta event occurrence (from 0.93%
to 4.38%), they denote a measurable increase in ignition risk. I conclude that the sustained
occurrence of extreme high Ta events in the months preceding active fire seasons has strong
potential to identify increasing fire risk for semiarid forests.
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5.2 Factors underlying the association between extreme Ta events and fire igni-
tion
Factors including weather/climate, ignition agents, fuels, and human activities shape
fire characteristics locally and across broader regional areas (Flannigan et al., 2005). Ta
patterns have been previously linked to fire ignition (Preisler et al., 2004; Chang et al.,
2013), and I postulate that due to the influence of weather on fire activity (Flannigan et al.,
2005) and climate shaping fire regimes and vegetation characteristics (Marlon et al., 2012;
Bajocco et al., 2017), Ta patterns may to some degree capture variation in additional factors
shaping fire severity and extent. For example, understory fuel moisture influences both
ignitions and fire spread, and periods of low humidity associated with higher temperatures
can increase dry fuel loads (Flannigan et al., 2016). Thus, burned area and fire severity may
in some cases be associated with Ta and ignition patterns, but they are influenced more
directly by biophysical variables and vegetation characteristics such as tree stand health and
understory fuel (Abatzoglou and Kolden, 2013; Parks et al., 2018). Relatively cool and wet
periods preceding fire seasons in the Sierra Nevada region have been linked to increased
severity due to growth of understory vegetation and subsequent high fuel loads (Miller et al.,
2009). Although these results portend an increased fire ignition risk due to sustained extreme
high temperatures and may indirectly capture conditions supporting greater fire extent and
severity, they do not fully encompass the conditions leading to enhanced fire risk.
The complexity of fire-shaping factors and fire properties provides support for the utility
of using simple analyses to predict fire risk and alludes to the limitations associated with
linking extreme events to fire ignition. Although Ta has potential for identifying fire ignition
risk and is associated with other fire factors and properties, Ta remains only one variable in
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the complex process of wildfire occurrence. It is unclear to what degree Ta-based frameworks
can be extended to other fire-affected regions, especially those with different climate regimes
and higher proportions of human-ignited fires. Additionally, I note that the accuracy of fire
ignition coordinates may often differ from the actual ignition location (Short, 2014), and
spatial datasets such as PRISM provide an estimate of Ta patterns and do not fully resolve
Ta in heterogeneous mountain landscapes (Strachan and Daly, 2017). I did not account for
multiple fires in the same month/season in a single grid cell, or for the effect of previous
fires on fire occurrence (Parks et al., 2016). I also did not account for vegetation cover or
the lack of fuel in the alpine regions, which reduces fire ignition probability. Additionally,
I calculated extreme events using floating mean Ta values that extend to the year after the
target fire year, but for prediction purposes the floating means could be generated from the
target fire year and the 2 years prior. Thus, although I present new and highly useful insight
on how Ta patterns inform fire ignition probability, a modicum of uncertainty pertaining to
these relationships remains.
5.3 Climate change
Ongoing climate change is increasing the occurrence and extent of large wildfires, with
over 4 million ha of burned area in the western US being linked to increased vapor pressure
deficit due to rising temperatures in recent decades (Abatzoglou and Williams, 2016). Ex-
treme Ta events have also been linked to anthropogenic climate change (King et al., 2016),
and are expected to increase in both occurrence and magnitude in the future (IPCC, 2013).
Sustained high Ta enables the drying of fuels (Flannigan et al., 2016), such that observations
of extreme high Ta events during the fire season may indicate periods (weeks to months)
of severe fire weather. It is not fully clear, however, if the Ta-ignition relationships I ob-
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served over a 24 year period in the Sierra Nevada region will be consistent in a changing
climate. I used a nonstationary method to calculate extreme events, which minimizes the
effect of changing mean temperatures through time (Coelho et al., 2008), and I detrended
the magnitude of extreme events for individual cells when appropriate. It follows that this
methodology should provide consistent indication of fire risk in the future, but I caution
that it is unclear how climate change may enhance fire dynamics in ways that do not have
a contemporary analog.
5.4 Management implications
Ta is perhaps the most accessible and predictable climate variable for land managers, and
relationships between extreme Ta events and fire probability can provide practical utility for
fire season planning. Specifically, consistent observations of extreme high temperatures in
the months preceding spring, summer, and fall fire seasons indicate higher ignition risk, both
for a single location and across broader areas. Moreover, I postulate that spatial clustering
of extreme high Ta events in sub-regional areas may indicate enhanced fire risk, although
quantification of this risk may be confounded by limitations associated with spatial climate
estimates including the determination of natural versus artificial spatial autocorrelation and
topographic effects on interpolation. I suggest that the findings in this study can best be
employed by land managers synergistically with actions that minimize fire extent and fire
severity, such as using natural fires to reduce fuels and achieve other management goals
(North et al., 2012; Stephens et al., 2016; Stevens et al., 2017). Locations that regularly
experience extreme high Ta events and also have high forest density and/or high understory
fuels should be prioritized for forest thinning and fuel reduction treatments. Thus, better
anticipation of fire ignition risk can be a useful tool to guide land managers to protect forest
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ecosystems, the services these ecosystems provide, and also communities in the expanding
wildland-urban interface (Lafortezza et al., 2015; Schoennagel et al., 2017).
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CHAPTER 2
MODERATE ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATION SHAPES THE WATER BALANCE OF
PIÑON PINE-JUNIPER WOODLANDS IN SOUTHERN NEVADA
1. Introduction
In semiarid piñon pine-juniper woodlands, ecosystem water balance variation shapes
important processes including tree functioning, disturbance magnitude and post-disturbance
recovery, and long term tree expansion and contraction (Wilcox et al., 2003; Huxman et al.,
2005; Robinson et al., 2010). Piñon pine-juniper woodlands in the southwestern US have
experienced widespread mortality events in recent years due to the interactive effects of
high temperatures and sustained low plant-available water during severe drought events
(Breshears et al., 2005, 2009b). Ecosystem functioning and the severity of these disturbances
are controlled by a broad range of climate, elevation, soil characteristics, and canopy cover
encompassing the 40 million hectare distribution of these woodlands (Romme et al., 2009;
Hartsell et al., 2020). Additionally, patterns of drought-induced mortality vary even at the
local level (Flake and Weisberg, 2019). The heterogeneous characteristics of piñon pine-
juniper woodlands across spatial scales interact to impart differences in ecosystem water
balance.
Abiotic conditions are altered across these differences in elevation, climate conditions,
and landscape characteristics. For instance, air temperature is reduced and precipitation
increases at higher elevations (Daly et al., 2008). Landscape characteristics including sur-
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rounding mountains, aspect, slope, and soil properties can alter solar radiation, infiltration,
and soil moisture dynamics. Surrounding mountains block solar radiation from reaching the
ground surface in adjacent landscapes (Dubayah, 1994). A north-facing aspect will reduce
incoming solar radiation, a south-facing aspect will increase incoming solar radiation, and
these effects are amplified on steeper slopes (Garnier and Ohmura, 1968). Additionally,
steeper slopes increase runoff and reduce infiltration into the soil (Pan et al., 2016). Soil
characteristics such as active depth, porosity, and texture affect soil moisture by altering
water holding capacity (Laio et al., 2001; Saxton and Rawls, 2006). In the western US,
Bradford et al. (2019) found that broad differences in soil texture altered soil moisture dy-
namics, with sandy loams leading to higher soil moisture than silt loams and clay loams.
Thus, site differences in piñon pine-juniper woodlands result in changes to abiotic conditions
that greatly influence the water balance.
Additionally, the spatial variation in climate and finer-scale landscape characteristics
imparts a great deal of variation in piñon pine and juniper stand characteristics, suggesting an
intersection between the mechanisms driving ecosystem water balance (such as precipitation)
and the mechanisms shaping it (such as evaporation, transpiration, and interception). In the
central Great Basin, high precipitation during the 20th century has been linked to increasing
tree density and range of piñon pines and junipers (Bradley and Fleishman, 2008). In
New Mexico, tree cover nearly doubles under north-facing slopes compared to south-facing
slopes (Westerband et al., 2015). Piñon pine-juniper canopy cover and tree density have
variable effects on the water balance and soil moisture due to the mechanisms of shading,
transpiration, and interception. Shading from piñon pine-juniper canopy cover reduces bare
soil evaporation and lowers soil temperature (Breshears et al., 1998). Conversely, the effects
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of canopy and litter interception and increased transpiration may reduce plant-available
water (Lebron et al., 2007; Stringham et al., 2018). These interacting biotic and abiotic
conditions allude to the complexity of piñon pine-juniper ecosystems and the importance in
describing the water balance.
However, quantifying the water balance using field measurements alone can be difficult.
Long-term field monitoring is expensive and impractical to implement across fine-scale het-
erogeneity in piñon pine-juniper woodlands, which provides a limited understanding of the
mechanisms shaping ecologically-meaningful variation in ecosystem water balance. Greater
focus on ecosystem water balance modeling can therefore help to elucidate how variation in
elevation, landscape, and stand characteristics shapes the water balance of piñon pine-juniper
woodlands. Importantly, ecologically meaningful variation in soil moisture is the variable
in the water balance that links climate, soil, and vegetation dynamics (Rodriguez-Iturbe
et al., 2001). Additionally, measures such as the ratio of transpiration to evapotranspiration
(T/ET) are important in semiarid regions where ecosystem functioning depends on efficient
plant transpiration, but are technically challenging to quantify in the real world (Huxman
et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2010). Within piñon pine and juniper ecosystem research, model-
ing has previously enhanced knowledge on diverse topics such as net primary-productivity,
groundwater response, and wildfire-insect dynamics (Huang et al., 2012; Linn et al., 2013;
Carroll et al., 2017).
In this study, I improved a tested low-dimensional ecosystem water balance model, and
used the model to quantify differences in water balance across heterogeneous piñon pine-
juniper sites in southern Nevada. The simulations were focused on elucidating the mecha-
nisms shaping water balance across elevation and climate (from 2000—2400 m), unsheltered
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microsites with low and higher canopy cover, and south, neutral, and north facing aspects.
Southern Nevada comprises the warmest and driest boundary of Juniperus osteosperma and
Pinus monophylla in the western US, and these species have not been extensively studied
under these climate conditions (Hartsell et al., 2020). My objectives were to: (1) Elucidate
variation in water balance processes and near-surface soil moisture dynamics in piñon pine
and juniper woodlands across moderate gradients of elevation, temperature, and precipi-
tation; (2) Ascertain how canopy shading (promoting lower soil evaporation) and canopy
and litter interception (promoting lower precipitation infiltration) interact to shape the wa-
ter balance of these ecosystems; (3) Determine the conditions maximizing and minimizing
transpiration of piñon pines and junipers as a function of total evapotranspiration (T/ET).
Between wetter (Spring Mountains) and drier (Sheep Mountains) elevation gradients, I hy-
pothesized that there would be higher T/ET among the sites in the wetter elevation gradient
because of the potential for more plant-available water. Additionally, I hypothesized that
for sites with higher canopy cover, the reduction in soil evaporation from shading would be
greater than the increased water demand from transpiration and interception and support
higher soil moisture.
2. Site Description
Piñon pine-juniper woodlands are among the most prevalent ecosystem types in the
western US and are expected to be highly impacted by climate change (Hartsell et al.,
2020). These woodlands are expanding downwards in elevation in northern regions of the
western US, including the Great Basin (Weisberg et al., 2007), whereas they have experienced
dieback due to drought, insect outbreaks, and wildfire in southern regions (Breshears et al.,
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2005; Filippelli et al., 2020; Hartsell et al., 2020). Tree mortality during regional drought
events, which has been highest for less tolerant piñon pines, has varied at spatial scales
as low as 0.1 ha, suggesting that relatively fine scale variation in climate and landscape
factors strongly shape ecosystem responses through variation in water availability (Flake
and Weisberg, 2019). The climate of piñon pine-juniper woodlands in southern Nevada is
semiarid, with hot and dry summers and relatively cooler and wetter winters. Within my
study sites in the Spring and Sheep Mountains (Figure 2.1), piñon pine-juniper woodlands
have an elevational range of ∼2000 m to ∼2400 m and are comprised of single-leaf piñon
pine (Pinus monophylla) – a more drought tolerant subvariety of piñon pine compared to
Pinus edulis found in the Intermountain region of the southwestern US – and Utah juniper
(Juniperus osteosperma) (Biondi and Bradley, 2013; Moreo et al., 2014). Based on gridded
climate data from 1970—2020, mean daily temperatures in the Spring Mountains were 3.6
◦C in winter and 21.5 ◦C in summer, and in the Sheep Mountains were 1.5 ◦C in winter and
18.8 ◦C in summer (Abatzoglou, 2013). Mean annual precipitation (MAP) in piñon pine-
juniper woodlands of the Spring Mountains was 298.7 mm at 2000 m elevation and 433.5 mm
at 2400 m, whereas mean annual precipitation in the Sheep Mountains was lower (264.4 to
276.4 mm) due to local storm directions and the rainshadow effect of the Spring Mountains
to the west (Moreo et al., 2014; Abatzoglou, 2013). Thus, these mountains provide a unique
opportunity to elucidate climate and landscape influence on piñon pine-juniper water balance
within a similar geographical area. Soils are similar between the mountain ranges, and are
generally classified as loamy according to information from SoilGrids (Sand: 40.4—53.9%,
silt: 24.3—37.5%, clay: 18.0—26.7%; Supplementary Table 3.5; Hengl et al., 2017). The












Spring Mountains Sheep Mountains
Figure 2.1: Digital elevation model map of the study area. The Spring and Sheep Mountains
are bounded by the yellow box in southern Nevada. The blue (Spring Mountains) and red
(Sheep Mountains) boxes correspond to the inset maps on the right. Within the inset maps,
the 2000m, 2200m, and 2400m elevation study sites are displayed for each mountain range.
layer below 45 cm soil depth.
3. Methods
I investigated the influence of fine-scale climate and landscape heterogeneity on piñon
pine-juniper ecosystem functioning in southern Nevada. To accomplish this, I improved a
water balance model for piñon pine-juniper ecosystems described in Petrie et al. (2015), and
parameterized the model for sites in the Spring (wetter, warmer) and Sheep Mountains (drier,
cooler). The largest differences between the mountain ranges were higher precipitation (based
on gridded climate data) and canopy cover (based on field measurements) in the Spring
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Mountains than in the Sheep Mountains (Abatzoglou, 2013; Pirtel et al., 2021). I simulated
similar sites and settings between these two mountain ranges: (1) elevation sites of 2000
m (lower elevational range), 2200 m, and 2400 m (upper range); (2) relatively unsheltered
microsites with low (Sheep: 5.00—8.00%; Spring: 9.35—14.95%) and moderate (Sheep:
15.00—24.00%; Spring: 28.04—44.86%) canopy cover; and (3) south (15% slope), neutral
(5% slope), and north (15% slope) facing aspects. The combinations of these conditions
resulted in 18 unique simulation sites in each mountain range and 36 simulation sites in
total.
My low dimensional approach employs mechanistic simulation of ecosystem water balance
processes at the daily time step, driven by Monte Carlo simulation of daily precipitation based
on the statistical properties of rainfall event timing and magnitude (see D’odorico et al., 2000
and Petrie et al., 2015). Simulation of an average site year (driven by random rainfall) over
long time periods (1,000+ years of simulation), allows the simulations to estimate the mean
and variance of daily water balance processes, and for comparison of these daily values
between model scenarios. In this study, I simulated 2000 years for each of the 36 simulation
sites to obtain these estimates.
3.1 Site parameterizations
At each elevation site (2000 m, 2200 m, and 2400 m elevation sites in both the Spring and
Sheep Mountains), I had field measurements from previous research except for the Spring
Mountains 2400 m site (Pirtel et al., 2021). Because there was no Spring 2400 m elevation
site in Pirtel et al. (2021), I selected the location of this site within close proximity (∼3 km)
of the Spring 2200 m site in Google Earth (Google, 2020). I used field measurements from
all of the other elevation sites to generate values for basal area [m2 ha-1], plot-level total
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and mean DBH [mm], canopy cover [%], herbaceous cover [%], litter cover [%], and litter
depth [mm] for each of the 36 simulation sites. In addition to these biotic characteristics, I
parameterized abiotic characteristics at each simulation site across south, neutral, and north
aspects under shaded and unshaded conditions. These abiotic characteristics were generated
from gridded climate and soil data.












Spring 2400m 36.36 -115.65 8.96 434.8 225.82 4.24—4.42 5.0
Spring 2200m 36.37 -115.63 10.33 363.7 225.25 4.54—4.73
Spring 2000m 36.38 -115.61 11.71 298.4 224.67 4.83—5.01
Sheep 2400m 36.59 -115.23 7.63 276.1 225.51 3.63—3.73 5.0
Sheep 2200m 36.59 -115.21 8.46 270.6 225.30 3.88—3.98
Sheep 2000m 36.57 -115.20 9.28 266.2 225.09 4.04—4.15
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Table 2.2: Biotic characteristics for neutral aspect sites under shaded and unshaded conditions in the Spring and Sheep Mountains.




























Spring Shaded 36.45 20.04 13.93 6.12 5.71 70.59 9.33 5.25 1.00 19.88 23.96 28.21
Unshaded 12.15 6.68 4.64 2.04 1.39 35.32 55.29 59.51 63.62
Sheep Shaded 19.50 13.56 10.72 2.84 3.61 53.48 10.13 5.50 3.50 36.26 41.39 42.89
Unshaded 6.50 4.52 3.57 0.95 0.69 29.61 60.22 64.84 66.84
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Table 2.3: Changes in site characteristics from neutral aspect to north and south aspects.
Proportional percentage increases and decreases from neutral aspect values for daily short-
wave radiation, canopy cover, and infiltration capacity (based on Equation 2.5). Slope is









North -29.6% +23.1% -42.3% 15.0
South +22.0% -23.1% -42.3% 15.0
3.2 Climate and soil data sources
Daily gridded surface meteorological data were obtained at 4 km resolution from gridMET
from 1970—2020 (Abatzoglou, 2013). Climate data variables included precipitation [mm],
mean temperature [◦C], minimum temperature [◦C], maximum temperature [◦C], wind speed
[m s-1], vapor pressure deficit [kPa], precipitation [mm], and incoming shortwave radiation
[W m-2]. For both the Spring and Sheep Mountains, the 2200 m site coordinates occupied
the same gridMET cell as another elevation site. Therefore, I averaged all values between
2000 m and 2400 m sites to estimate the 2200 m site values. All values from 1970—2020
were averaged for each day of the year (365 values for each variable) so that the simulations
corresponded to the mean daily climate conditions at the sites. All climate variables exclud-
ing precipitation were used to generate daily potential evapotranspiration (PET; Equation
2.4; Allen et al., 1998). I used gridMET values to simulate daily precipitation and used mean
temperature to simulate snowfall and snowmelt.
Soil texture estimates were obtained from the 0—5, 5—15, 15—30, and 30—60 cm soil
depths from SoilGrids for each site using the point sampling plugin tool in QGIS (Hengl
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et al., 2017; QGIS Development Team, 2019). However, according to Web Soil Survey, all
sites had soil restrictive layers (Lithic bedrock or caliche) beginning at 45 cm at the deepest
(United States Department of Agriculture, 2019). To ameliorate these active soil depth
discrepancies, I set the soil layers at 0—15, 15—30, and 30—45 cm depths followed by a
soil restrictive layer across all sites. Soil characteristics including soil field capacity [%], soil
reduction point [%], and soil wilting point [%] were calculated from these soil textures for
the six elevation sites (Laio et al., 2001; Saxton and Rawls, 2006; Supplementary Table 3.5).
Because loam soils were present in all sites according to Hengl et al. (2017), hygroscopic
point [%] was set at 0.027 (Stieglitz et al., 1997).
3.3 Vegetation parameterizations
Unshaded sites represent openings of low tree density within piñon pine-juniper wood-
lands, and shaded sites represent spaces between trees in slightly denser woodlands (Table
2.2). I did not simulate microsites in high density woodlands due to the alteration of mi-
crometeorology within them. Additionally, I maintained tree characteristics across elevations
to compare similar open microsite conditions in the 2000 m, 2200 m, and 2400 m sites. I
implemented field measurements of canopy cover in each mountain range as the unshaded
neutral aspect simulation site conditions (Table 2.2). Piñon pine-juniper tree cover has been
shown to increase on north aspect sites and decrease on south aspect sites (Westerband
et al., 2015). Based on this information, I increased the tree characteristics of canopy cover,
basal area, mean DBH, and total tree DBH in north aspect simulation sites and reduced
these tree characteristics in south aspect simulation sites (Westerband et al., 2015; Table
2.3). Additionally, I increased these tree characteristics by three-fold in shaded canopy sim-
ulation sites. This ensured that the maximum canopy cover in this study (44.86%) was still
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well below the highest values of piñon pine-juniper canopy cover in the Great Basin (> 60%
Filippelli et al., 2020).
Herbaceous cover [%] was measured in the field during summer 2019 (Table 2.2). Herba-
ceous cover did not change across shaded/unshaded simulation sites or simulations sites
across the different aspects. Additionally, herbaceous cover did not change across seasons.
For the Spring 2400 m elevation site (no available field data), I extrapolated herbaceous
cover based on the field measurements of the Spring 2000 m and 2200 m elevation sites
(Table 2.2). Litter cover [%] and depth [mm] were also measured in the field. Based on these
measurements, I generated a linear regression to scale litter cover from total piñon pine and
juniper basal area in each simulation site:
Lc = 0.0264 · (ba) + 0.1768;R2 = 0.488 (2.1)
where Lc is litter cover [%] and ba is basal area [m2 ha-1]. Similarly, I used a linear regression
to scale litter depth from total basal area in each simulation site:
Ld = 3.2303 · (ba)–7.6797;R2 = 0.816 (2.2)
where Ld is litter depth [mm] and ba is basal area [m2 ha-1].
3.4 Slope, aspect, and radiation parameterizations
Aspects altered shortwave radiation, which influences PET and soil evaporation in the
model. North/south aspect simulation sites were parameterized with 15% slopes, and neutral
aspect simulation sites had 5% slopes (Tables 2.1, 2.3). Based on the presence of 15% slopes,
shortwave radiation values (365 mean daily values) were scaled by 0.704 for north aspect
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simulation sites and 1.22 for south aspect simulation sites (Garnier and Ohmura, 1968);
Table 2.3). Temperature was not altered by aspect to ensure the changes to PET and soil
evaporation were not overestimated, as only moderate slopes were implemented in this study.
Mean daily net radiation was reduced by the sky view factor of each elevation site (2000 m,
2200 m, and 2400 m sites in both the Spring and Sheep Mountains) generated in SAGA GIS
(SAGA, 2020), and further reduced by 50% under canopy shading (Breshears et al., 1997)
in the equation below:
Rn = Rn · [V d–(canc · 0.5)] (2.3)
where Rn is the net radiation [W m-2], V d is the sky view factor [%], and canc is the
canopy cover [%]. PET [mm day-1] was then calculated for each simulation site following
the FAO Penman-Monteith method (Equation 2.4), with the altered Rn (Equation 2.3)
and gridMET mean daily climate values as parameters (Allen et al., 1998; Abatzoglou,
2013). Therefore, the resulting PET values vary between scenarios with differing aspects
and shading conditions. The soil evaporation component of the model is influenced by PET.
PET =
0.408 · ∆(Rn−G) + γ · 900
(T+273)
· u2(es − ea)
∆ + γ(1 + 0.34 · u2)
(2.4)
where PET is potential evapotranspiration [mm day-1], Rn is net radiation [MJ m-2 d-1, G
is soil heat flux [MJ m-2 d-1], T is mean daily temperature [◦C], u2 is wind speed [m s
-1], es -
ea is vapor pressure deficit [VPD; kPa], ∆ is the vapor pressure curve slope [kPa
◦C-1], and
γ is the psychrometric constant [kPa ◦C-1]. G is often negligible (Allen et al., 1998) and was
not included in this calculation, and γ and ∆ were calculated from Equations 8 and 13 in
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Allen et al. (1998).
The infiltration capacity [mm day-1] was reduced by the slope of each simulation site
based on a polynomial regression I calculated from the bare soil data in Table 2 of Pan et al.
(2016).
V s = −38.675 · (S)2 + 28.342 · (S) + 0.9635;R2 = 0.972 (2.5)
where V s is surface flow [m s-1] and S is slope [%]. On steeper slopes, surface flow increases
and soil infiltration decreases (Pan et al., 2016). I divided infiltration capacity by the pro-
portional increase in surface flow at each simulation site. Therefore, infiltration capacity was
lower at simulation sites with 15% slopes than 5% slopes (Table 2.3).
3.5 Model improvements
In addition to the updated parameterizations described in the previous sections, I im-
proved the water fluxes of an existing low-dimensional model developed for piñon pine-juniper
ecosystems (Petrie et al., 2015) for a highly characterized experimental site in New Mexico
(Pangle et al., 2012). The basic water fluxes present in this study’s water balance model
are described in Figure 2.2. Improvements to these fluxes include: (1) the addition of over-
story canopy and understory litter interception of precipitation; (2) updated piñon pine and
juniper transpiration for trees in the western US; (3) generalized transpiration for western
US grasses; (4) soil evaporation at 3 soil layers (0—15, 15—30, and 30—45 cm depth) and
reduction in evaporation under litter cover; (5) water movement between the 3 soil layers
and deep drainage into a soil restrictive layer.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the water balance model.
to generate stemflow and throughfall based on piñon pine and juniper canopy cover. These
canopy cover values (measured in the field using a convex densiometer) are more representa-
tive of tree shading and are overestimates of canopy directly overhead. Therefore, I reduced
canopy cover values to 20% for these interception calculations (for example, a simulation
site with 44.86% canopy cover was reduced to 8.97% canopy cover). Water intercepted by
the canopy was then evaporated in the model separately from soil evaporation. Based on
an unpublished field experiment, litter intercepted 0.103 mm of water per 1 mm of rainfall
(Koehn et al., 2021). For each simulation site, I calculated daily litter interception [Li: mm]
as:
Li = Ps · (Litf) · (Litc) · (Litd) (2.6)
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where Ps is precipitation [mm] reaching the ground surface, Litf is the litter interception
factor (0.103 mm), Litc is litter cover (%), and Litd is the ratio of litter depth (mm) in each
site simulation to the 11 mm depth in Koehn et al. (2021). Only rainfall was intercepted by
tree and litter cover, as snow interception in Pinus monophylla and Juniperus osteosperma
stands has not been quantified and litter-snow interception relationships were unavailable in
the literature.
The second improvement to the model was simulating transpiration of piñon pines and
junipers based on sap flux data from southern Utah, a region with similar climate conditions
and landscape characteristics to southern Nevada. I modeled daily piñon pine and juniper
sap flux from (West et al., 2008; West personal comm., 2020):
Jsdp = −795168 · (θ)2 + 85730 · (θ) − 2098.5 (2.7)
Jsdj = −1050000 · (θ)2 + 100872 · (θ) − 2259.8 (2.8)
where Jsdp and Jsdj are piñon pine and juniper sap flux [g cm-2 d-1] based on measurements
taken in the sapwood, and θ is daily soil moisture [m3 m-3]. These sap flux curves were
measured during a summer-dry down period in southern Utah for Pinus edulis and Juniperus
osteosperma (West et al., 2008). There were no sap flux-soil moisture curves for Pinus
monophylla in the literature, so this Pinus edulis sap flux was the best information available.
Additionally, the transpiration rates of these piñon pine species have been shown to be
statistically similar (Pendall et al., 2005). Daily transpiration [mm d-1] was calculated by
multiplying sap flux [g m-2 d-1] by the total sapwood area to ground area ratio of each
species [m2 m-2] (West et al., 2008). Sapwood area was calculated from piñon and juniper
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DBH according to West et al. (2008). The summer-dry down period in West et al. (2008)
consisted of soil moisture values [m3 m-3] ranging from approximately 0.04 to 0.05. I extended
the curves out from soil moisture of 0.04 (minimum transpiration) to just below the soil layer
reduction point (maximum transpiration) in a piecewise manner similar to the technique used
in Laio et al. (2001):
If θ <= θwpj; T = 0
If θwpj < θ <= θ ∗ pj; T = (θ–θwpj)/(θ ∗ pj–θ) · Tmax
If θ ∗ pj < θ <= θw; T = (θ–θ ∗ pj)/(θw–θ) · Tmax
If θw < θ <= θw∗; T = (θ–θw)/(θw ∗ –θ) · Tmax
If θ > θw∗; T = Tmax
(2.9)
where T is daily transpiration, θ is daily soil moisture in the model, θwpj is soil moisture at
the piñon pine-juniper wilting point (minimum soil moisture in West et al., 2008), θ ∗ pj is
the soil moisture at the piñon pine-juniper reduction point (maximum soil moisture in West
et al., 2008), θw is the soil wilting point, θw∗ is the soil moisture halfway between soil wilting
point and soil reduction point, and Tmax is the maximum daily transpiration and varies by
species and site characteristics. Daily piñon pine and juniper transpiration were scaled by
the rooting proportion of each species in each soil layer (0—15 cm, 0—30 cm, 0—45 cm).
The rooting proportion of piñon pines and junipers in each soil layer was determined from
Schwinning et al. (2020):
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Rmass = Ro · e(−a ·D) (2.10)
where Rmass is root dry mass per ground area [kg m-2], Ro is the average vertically summed
root dry mass [1.08 kg m-2 for piñon pine; 0.52 kg m-2 for juniper], a is the allometric scaling
power [0.036 for piñon pine; 0.026 for junipers], and D is depth [0—150 cm].
For each species, I found the root mass at each 1 cm increment of depth, summed the
total mass for the soil layers (0—15, 15—30, and 30—45 cm), and found the root proportion
for each layer from the total possible rooting depth (0—150 cm) in Schwinning et al. (2020).
I did not consider piñon pine and juniper roots to be entirely located in the 0—45 cm active
soil depth because they can grow into caliche and cracks in bedrock (West et al., 2008;
Schwinning et al., 2020). In this model, trees can only transpire from the soil moisture in
the 0—45 cm active soil depth. However, the depth to the water table at all sites was deeper
(> 200 cm) than piñon pine and juniper roots (United States Department of Agriculture,
2019), so it is likely that the majority of plant-available water is located in the active soil
depth.
The third improvement to the model was implementing a generalized herbaceous cover
for the southwestern US. Information on herbaceous transpiration in southern Nevada was
also unavailable in the literature. I used a bush muhly stomatal conductance-soil moisture
curve developed by Hamerlynck et al. (2010) in southern Arizona to represent a generalized
dryland herbaceous vegetation (Equation 2.11). Bush muhly is a C4 grass, which generally
has lower stomatal conductance and transpiration rates than C3 grasses (Osborne and Sack,
2012).
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gs = −0.0276 + 0.0124 · θ (2.11)
where gs is stomatal conductance [mol m-2 s-1]. To convert stomatal conductance to daily
transpiration, I used the following equation (Kemp et al., 1997).
T = (V PD/atmp) · gs · LAI · rootp (2.12)
where T is herbaceous layer transpiration [cm d-1], V PD is vapor pressure deficit [kPa],
atmp is atmospheric pressure [kPa], gs is stomatal conductance in [mm d-1], LAI is leaf
area index per unit ground area, and rootp is rooting proportion [%]. LAI and rootp were
oarameters obtained from Kemp et al. (1997). LAI was scaled by herbaceous cover [%] in
each scenario. Herbaceous T occurred only in the first soil layer (0—15 cm).
The fourth improvement to the model was partitioning soil evaporation into the 3 soil
layers (0—15, 15—30, and 30—45 cm depths). Soil evaporation in loam soils of semiarid
ecosystems occurs from ∼0—35 cm depths in the soil profile (Wythers et al., 1999). First, I
calculated soil evaporation in each layer based on PET and soil moisture as in Petrie et al.
(2015). I then scaled soil evaporation in each layer based on the proportion of depth in the
first 35 cm. Therefore, soil evaporation in the 0—15 cm and 15—30 cm layers were each
scaled by 0.429 (15 cm/35 cm), while the 30—45 cm layer was scaled by 0.142 (5 cm/35 cm).
Soil evaporation was partitioned between fluxes from bare soil cover (100% of estimated)
and under litter (25% of estimated; see Magliano et al., 2017).
The fifth improvement to the model was incorporating water movement between layers
and simulating drainage above a soil restrictive layer. Drainage from the 0—15 to 15—30
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cm soil layer and the 15—30 to 30—45 cm was modeled after equations 16-19 in Laio et al.
(2001). Deep drainage from the 30—45 cm layer was based on the hydraulic conductivity
[mm d-1] below 45 cm in the sites according to Web Soil Survey (United States Department of
Agriculture, 2019). I presumed that drainage in this layer only occurred when soil moisture
> soil field capacity due to the restrictive presence of bedrock or caliche below 45 cm at all
sites.
4. Results
4.1 Water balance across moderate gradients of elevation and climate
Water balance closure was > 99.99% (1.6e-10 mm total error across all 36 simulation sites).
As elevation increased from 2000—2400 m in the Spring and Sheep Mountains (Figure 2.1),
mean annual precipitation increased, mean annual temperature declined, and mean daily
potential evapotranspiration declined (Table 2.1). The Spring Mountains had higher mean
annual precipitation and a broader range of precipitation compared to the Sheep Mountains,
leading to a higher magnitude of water fluxes (Figure 2.3, Tables 2.1, 2.4). On average across
all simulations of elevation, aspect, and shading, the majority of precipitation infiltrated
into the soil profile, and soil evaporation and transpiration (tree + herbaceous) were the
largest and second largest water balance components, respectively (Figure 2.3, Table 2.4).
Evaporation of intercepted water by tree canopies and understory litter was on average the
third largest component of the water balance, and surface runoff and drainage below 45 cm
were low (Figure 2.3, Table 2.4).
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Table 2.4: Differences in water balance variables averaged across all conditions and across elevations, aspects, and shaded and
unshaded conditions in the Spring and Sheep Mountains. These variables represent precipitation partitioning in the model. The



















Runoff 5.5 11.7 4.2 0.7 8.1 3.5 5 1.2 9.9
0.015 0.027 0.012 0.002 0.022 0.01 0.014 0.003 0.027
Interception 84.9 100.5 84.5 69.6 51.3 82.9 120.4 149.9 19.9
0.232 0.231 0.232 0.233 0.14 0.227 0.33 0.41 0.054
Soil evaporation 143.8 155.6 146.2 129.5 180.1 139.8 111.4 60 227.5
0.393 0.358 0.402 0.434 0.492 0.382 0.305 0.164 0.622
Spring Mountains Piñon pine transpiration 73.5 82.4 72.9 65.2 67.2 78.9 74.4 96.9 50.1
Annual precipitation: 0.201 0.189 0.2 0.219 0.184 0.216 0.204 0.265 0.137
298.4—434.8 mm Juniper transpiration 31.6 35.5 31.3 27.8 29 33.8 31.9 41.6 21.5
0.086 0.082 0.086 0.093 0.079 0.092 0.087 0.114 0.059
Herbaceous transpiration 16.8 32.1 15.7 2.4 18.3 17.1 14.8 12.6 20.9
0.046 0.074 0.043 0.008 0.05 0.047 0.041 0.034 0.057
Drainage 9.7 17 8.9 3.1 11.9 9.8 7.4 3.4 16
0.026 0.039 0.024 0.01 0.033 0.027 0.02 0.009 0.044
Runoff 1.1 1.6 0.7 1.1 1.7 0.6 1.1 0.5 1.8
0.004 0.006 0.003 0.004 0.006 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.006
Interception 29.8 29.5 30.2 29.7 17.6 29.1 42.8 53.4 6.2
0.11 0.106 0.112 0.112 0.065 0.107 0.158 0.197 0.023
Soil evaporation 131.9 122.1 132.9 140.8 154.4 131.8 109.6 81 182.9
0.486 0.44 0.491 0.529 0.569 0.484 0.404 0.298 0.674
Sheep Mountains Piñon pine transpiration 69.1 71.2 70.5 65.5 59 70.6 77.6 95.3 42.9
Annual precipitation: 0.254 0.256 0.26 0.246 0.217 0.259 0.286 0.351 0.158
266.2—276.07 mm Juniper transpiration 19.1 19.7 19.5 18.2 16.3 19.6 21.5 26.6 11.7
0.07 0.071 0.072 0.068 0.06 0.072 0.079 0.098 0.043
Herbaceous transpiration 16.5 28.1 13.5 7.7 17.4 16.5 15.5 14 18.9
0.061 0.101 0.05 0.029 0.064 0.06 0.057 0.052 0.07
Drainage 4.0 5.5 3.3 3.2 5.0 4.0 3.0 0.8 7.2
0.015 0.02 0.012 0.012 0.019 0.015 0.011 0.003 0.026
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The mean and variance of daily soil moisture increased from lower to higher elevations in
both the Spring and Sheep Mountains (Figure 2.4). Despite receiving less precipitation, the
Sheep Mountains had slightly higher soil moisture on average than the Spring Mountains
(Figure 2.4). The distribution of daily soil moisture in the Spring Mountains was bimodal,
and alternated more strongly between wet and dry conditions than in the Sheep Mountains
(Figure 2.5a,b). This bimodal pattern is attributable to proportionally higher interception
in the Spring Mountains, imparted by higher canopy cover, tree basal area, and litter cover
(Tables 2.2, 2.4). In the Spring Mountains, increasing elevation from 2000—2400 m was
associated with proportionally higher runoff and drainage (from 1.2% to 6.6% of the water
balance), lower soil evaporation (43.4% to 35.8%), lower tree transpiration (31.2% to 27.1%),
and higher herbaceous transpiration (0.8% to 7.4%; Figure 2.3, Table 2.4). In the Sheep
Mountains, increasing elevation was associated with proportionally lower soil evaporation
(52.9% to 44.0%), slightly higher tree transpiration (31.4% to 32.7%), and higher herbaceous
transpiration (2.9% to 10.1%; Figure 2.3, Table 2.4). Proportional changes to interception
were < 1.0% in both mountain ranges (Table 2.4).
4.2 Shading, aspect, and seasonality
Sites with a north facing aspect had lower shortwave radiation, higher canopy cover and
tree basal area, and lower soil infiltration capacity compared to neutral aspect sites (Table
2.3). South facing aspects had had higher shortwave radiation, lower canopy cover and tree
basal area, and lower soil infiltration capacity (Table 2.3). Canopy cover and basal area in
the Spring Mountains had a higher average and broader range across aspects compared to
the Sheep Mountains (Table 2.2). Across both mountain ranges, south facing aspects were
associated with proportionally lower canopy and litter interception (-8.7% Spring, -11.5%
50

































Figure 2.3: Pie charts illustrating proportional water balance partitioning for simulation












































































































Figure 2.4: Boxplots of simulated daily soil moisture in shaded (Panels a,c) and unshaded
(Panels b,d) microsites across elevations of 2000—2400m in the Spring (Panels a,b) and
Sheep Mountains (Panels c,d).
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Sheep), higher soil evaporation (+11.0% Spring, +8.5% Sheep), and lower tree transpiration
(-4.5% Spring, -5.4% Sheep; Figure 2.3, Table 2.4). North facing aspects were associated
with proportionally higher interception (+10.3% Spring, +13.7% Sheep), and lower soil
evaporation (-7.7% Spring, -8.0% Sheep). Proportional tree transpiration was lower on north
facing slopes in the Spring Mountains (-1.7%) and higher in the Sheep Mountains (+3.4%;
Figure 2.3, Table 2.4). Average daily soil moisture was higher and more variable between
aspects in the Spring Mountains compared to the Sheep Mountains (Figure 2.5c,d).
Unshaded sites represent relatively large woodland openings with very low shading and
tree density, and shaded sites represent smaller spaces between trees with moderate shading
and tree density (Table 2.2). Across both mountain ranges, shaded microsites were associated
with proportionally higher tree transpiration as a component of the ecosystem water balance
(37.9% Spring, 44.9% Sheep) compared to unshaded microsites (19.6% Spring, 20.1% Sheep;
Figure 2.3, Table 2.4). Proportional interception was higher in shaded compared to unshaded
microsites, and was higher in the Spring (41.0% shaded, 5.4% unshaded) compared to the
Sheep Mountains (19.7% shaded, 2.3% unshaded; Table 2.4). In contrast, soil evaporation
was proportionally higher in unshaded microsites and was similar between mountain ranges
(62.2% Spring unshaded, 67.4% Sheep unshaded), whereas soil evaporation differed more
between them in shaded microsites (16.4% Spring shaded, 29.8% Sheep shaded; Figure 2.3,
Table 2.4). Shaded microsites had lower soil moisture than unshaded microsites on average,
and shaded microsites strongly shaped the bimodal distribution of soil moisture observed in
the Spring Mountains (Figure 2.5e,f).
4.3 Seasonal soil moisture and transpiration
Seasonal variation in soil moisture was imparted by differences in seasonal precipitation,
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Figure 2.5: Plots of kernel density estimates of simulated daily soil moisture at 0—45 cm
depth in the Spring (Panels a,c,e,g) and Sheep Mountains (Panels b,d,f,h). The solid black
line in each panel illustrates ensemble mean soil moisture across all simulations for each
mountain range. The dashed colored lines in each panel illustrate soil moisture variation
from the ensemble condition across elevations (Panels a,b), aspects (Panels c,d), shaded and
unshaded canopy conditions (Panels e,f), and seasons (Panels g,h).
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especially in winter when rainfall is high and potential evaporation is relatively low (Fig-
ure 2.5g,h). Soil moisture was low on average in the Spring and Sheep Mountains during
spring—fall, with greater daily variation (Figure 2.5g,h). Total transpiration from trees and
herbaceous cover were modeled as functions of soil moisture, so these fluxes were maximized
during conditions of high soil moisture (winter and at the highest elevations; Figure 2.6a,b).
Expressed as the relationship between total T to ET from water entering the soil only (ex-
cluding evaporation of intercepted water), T/ETsoil increased at higher elevations in the
Spring and Sheep Mountains (Figure 2.6c,d). Expressed as the relationship between tree T
to ET from incoming precipitation (including evaporation of intercepted water), T/ETtotal
also increased at higher elevations (Figure 2.6e,f). Interestingly, T/ETsoil and T/ETtotal were
relatively high in the summer when soil moisture was low.
4.4 Tree transpiration, influences, and optimal conditions
Average daily soil moisture declined with higher basal area at a similar rate across 2000—
2400 m elevations in both the Spring and Sheep Mountains, but was lower at 2000 m com-
pared to 2200—2400 m (Figure 2.7a). The relationship between tree transpiration magnitude
and basal area increased from low basal area to a maximum T at ∼20m2 ha-1, and declined
at higher basal area (Figure 2.7b). Expressed as the relationship between tree T to ET from
water entering the soil only (excluding evaporation of intercepted water), Ttree/ETsoil in-
creased linearly with basal area (Figure 2.7c). Expressed as the relationship between tree T
to ET from incoming precipitation (including evaporation of intercepted water), Ttree/ETtotal
increased from low basal area to a maximum Ttree/ETtotal at ∼16 m2 ha2, and declined at























































































T= Ttree + Therb
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T= Ttree + Therb
ET= Ttree + Therb + Esoil + Eint
f
Figure 2.6: Boxplots of seasonal transpiration (Panels a,b), T/ETsoil (Panels c,d), and
T/ETtotal (Panels e,f) across elevation gradients in the Spring and Sheep Mountains.
T/ETsoil is the ratio of transpiration from piñon pines, junipers, and herbaceous cover in
relation to soil evaporation and transpiration from piñon pines, junipers,and herbaceous
cover. T/ETtotal is the ratio of transpiration from piñon pines, junipers, and herbaceous
cover in relation to soil evaporation, canopy and litter interception evaporation, and transpi-
ration from piñon pines, junipers,and herbaceous vegetation. Transpiration, T/ETsoil, and






































































2200m & 2400m: y = −0.003x + 0.16;
 R2 = 0.69; p = 2.86e−7
2000m: y = −0.003x + 0.13;
























































y = (−1.07e−3)x2 + 0.042x − 0.024;




















































y = 0.033x + 0.05; R2 = 0.95; p < 2.2e−16
T= Ttree


















































ET= Ttree + Therb + Esoil + Eint
y = (−1.63e−03)x2 + 0.056x − 0.040;
p = 2.02e−15; R2 = 0.86
d
Figure 2.7: Soil moisture (Panel a), tree transpiration (Panel b), Ttree/ETsoil (Panel c),
and Ttree/ETtotal (Panel d) associations with total piñon pine-juniper basal area. Points
represent values simulated across all 36 simulation sites in the Spring and Sheep Mountains.
Ttree/ETsoil is the ratio of transpiration from piñon pines and junipers in relation to soil
evaporation and transpiration from piñon pines, junipers,and herbaceous cover. Ttree/ETtotal
is the ratio of transpiration from piñon pines and junipers in relation to soil evaporation,




5.1 Elevation and tree density inform piñon pine-juniper ecosystem functioning
The most significant changes to the water balance resulted from simulation site differences
in basal area and elevation. At higher elevations, soil moisture, total transpiration, T/ETsoil,
and T/ETtotal all increased. Measures of transpiration and T/ET are especially useful to
describe plant functioning in semiarid regions where evaporation rates are high and water
is limited (Huxman et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2010). Mean T/ETtotal ranged from ∼0.3
to ∼0.5, which was lower than global estimates of conifer forests (0.55; Wei et al., 2017)
but reasonable for simulations of relatively open woodlands in a semiarid region. In partial
support of the first hypothesis, I found that T/ETsoil was higher in the Spring Mountains
where there was higher precipitation and tree density. Conversely, T/ETtotal was lower in the
Spring Mountains where the higher tree density resulted in more interception from canopy
cover and litter. In piñon pine-juniper woodlands, soil moisture under canopies can be higher
or lower than in interspaces, which alludes to the heterogeneity present in these ecosystems
(Lebron et al., 2007; Breshears et al., 2009a). In my simulations, the sites with the most basal
area and canopy cover had high rates of transpiration and interception, so shaded simulation
sites had lower soil moisture than unshaded simulation sites. This was in contrast to the
second hypothesis, where I predicted shaded simulation sites would have higher soil moisture
due to reduced soil evaporation. Overall, simulation sites with high elevations and lower tree
densities had the highest T/ETtotal and soil moisture.
5.2 Water balance implications for drought and encroachment
The variation in water balance between simulation sites may have important implications
for drought and encroachment in piñon pine-juniper woodlands. I found that higher basal
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areas decreased soil moisture, and tree transpiration declined above moderate basal areas of
∼16—20 m2 ha-1. Piñon pine-juniper woodlands with high tree density have been linked to
higher mortality during droughts and are more susceptible to crown fires under extreme fire
weather (Greenwood and Weisberg, 2008; Romme et al., 2009; Flake and Weisberg, 2019).
Additionally, treatments to maintain moderate piñon pine-juniper cover increase available
water for sagebrush (Roundy et al., 2014). My results suggest that these treatments would
also provide optimal conditions for tree transpiration in the simulation sites. If higher tree
density indeed reduces soil moisture for tree use, it may be reasonable to assume that dense
stands formed as a result of the high precipitation levels in the 20th century (Bradley and
Fleishman, 2008).
While precipitation projections are not as confident as temperature, the southwestern
US is expected to experience more severe droughts (Bradford et al., 2020). High density
stands may be especially vulnerable to these droughts considering the correlation between
soil moisture depletion and tree cover in the results of this study. The reduction of soil
moisture under dense tree cover may also partly explain why piñon pine-juniper drought
mortality occurs even at high elevations (Clifford et al., 2011). However, in this study, I
simulated moderate site differences in piñon pine-juniper woodlands during mean climate
conditions. Further research is needed to examine these differences under extreme climate
conditions, which may provide more insight on the spatial patterns in drought mortality.
5.3 Areas for directed research
While these results provide insight on piñon pine-juniper water balance across moderate
site differences, there are limitations to my approach. My research focused on stands of mod-
erate basal area and open microsites in piñon pine-juniper woodlands even for the shaded
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simulation sites. The stand structure and site characteristics in this study are not represen-
tative of all piñon pine-juniper ecosystems in the Spring and Sheep Mountains. Therefore,
more research is needed on the water balance of sites with high tree density in these moun-
tain ranges, especially considering that high density stands may be particularly vulnerable
to drought.
Additionally, there was limited information for many of the vegetation characteristics and
functioning in this study, including litter interception, rooting depth, herbaceous transpira-
tion, and tree transpiration. There was no species-specific information for Pinus monophylla
or Juniperus osteosperma except for the sap flux curve of Juniperus osteosperma. Litter in-
terception was based on a simple field experiment of Pinus ponderosa needles (Koehn et al.,
2021). Rooting depth was incorporated from a 3-dimensional model of Pinus edulis and Ju-
niperus monosperma (Schwinning et al., 2020), and more information is needed on how this
model changes across broad differences in tree density. Long-term herbaceous transpiration
of common western US species is sparse in the literature. Non-native herbaceous transpira-
tion would be especially useful to demonstrate changes in ecosystem functioning following
invasions.
Piñon pine trees have different hydraulic strategies than junipers and are more vulnerable
to drought (Breshears et al., 2005, 2009b; Gaylord et al., 2015). Piñon pines typically ex-
perience high mortality during droughts through the interaction of hydraulic failure, carbon
starvation, and bark beetles (McDowell et al., 2008; Gaylord et al., 2015). This is because
isohydric piñon pines experience large reductions in gas exchange via stomatal closure during
periods of low plant-available water, while anisohydric junipers experience smaller reductions
in gas exchange (McDowell et al., 2008; West et al., 2008). However, in this study I was
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unable to compare this difference between piñon pine and juniper transpiration at low soil
moisture due the similarity of the sap flux curves (Equations 2.6 and 2.7) used to calculate
daily transpiration. Additionally, the piñon pine sap flux curve was based on data from
Pinus edulis rather than Pinus monophylla of southern Nevada. While these two piñon pine
species share similar leaf water relations (Pendall et al., 2005), more information is needed
on how Pinus monophylla respond to low plant-available water (Hartsell et al., 2020).
Transpiration curves of common western US plant species across different environmental
conditions and morphological stages would be highly useful for future modeling research.
Considering the ecotones present at low and high elevations of piñon pine-juniper woodlands,
transpiration information for shrubs such as Larrea tridentata and Coleogyne ramosissima at
lower elevations and Pinus ponderosa at higher elevations would provide insight on ecosystem
functioning at these transition zones. Information on seedling transpiration could be used
to model the influence of the water balance on regeneration and juvenile success. Such
improvements to currently available vegetation information will enable models to approach
ecological questions in the western US that may otherwise go unanswered.
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THESIS CONCLUSIONS
In the first chapter, I found that fire ignition was more strongly related to the occurrence
rather than the magnitude of extreme high air temperature events. In fact, fire probability
increased substantially with the occurrence of more extreme high air temperature events
leading up to and including the fire season. Therefore, extreme high air temperature events
are useful in predicting fire ignitions in forthcoming fire seasons and preventing potential
damage to humans and ecosystems. Additionally, it will be interesting to see how this
relationship evolves over time as current levels of extreme high air temperature events are
projected to occur more frequently in the future due to climate change.
Within the piñon pine-juniper woodlands of the Spring and Sheep mountains, I found that
elevation and tree density were the most influential factors in the water balance. Specifically,
greater precipitation at higher elevations led to more soil moisture and better tree functioning
according to T/ET. Tree density increased T/ET as well, but only up to moderate basal
areas. Soil moisture was reduced at higher tree densities due to the effects of interception
and transpiration. These results suggest that dense woodlands may be especially vulnerable
to drought events and piñon pine-juniper cover can alter soil moisture for other vegetation
types. Therefore, in the second chapter, I corroborate findings that management actions
reducing high density piñon pine-juniper woodlands can be beneficial to these ecosystems.
While both of these chapters focus on specific regions and subregions of the western US,
these techniques have the potential to address other areas and other ecological questions.
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For instance, it would be practical to analyze the fire ignition-extreme event relationship
in other regions with high natural fire ignition. Another opportunity would be comparing
the effects of these extreme events on other wildfire characteristics such as severity and area
burned. My water balance framework is flexible to address issues of drought, disturbance,
and future climate change, especially as more ecological data is published. Through these
two projects, I have approached specific questions in specific regions, but have opened the
door for additional scientific discovery.
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APPENDIX
Table A.1: Total, monthly, and seasonal fire occurrence in the Sierra Nevada region from
1992-2015. Monthly and seasonal values do not account for multiple fires in the same cell
over the respective time periods.
Fire occurrence database Winter totals Spring totals Summer totals Fall totals All seasons totals
All filtered fires - 198 2038 655 2891
Binary monthly fires - 186 1896 619 2701
Binary seasonal fires - 186 1869 618 2673
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Table A.2: Fire seasonality and the proportional changes extreme high and low air temperature [Ta: ◦C] events. Positive values
represent proportional increases in extreme occurrence in fire cells compared to non-fire cells, and negative values represent
proportional decreases.














in extreme events (%)
Spring Previous summer 62.724 37.276 71.990 28.010 +9.266
Spring Previous fall 68.638 31.362 69.130 30.870 +0.492
Spring Previous winter 71.685 28.315 80.555 19.445 +8.871
Spring Spring 46.595 53.405 72.336 27.664 +25.741
Summer Previous fall 62.244 37.756 69.265 30.735 +7.021
Extreme high Summer Previous winter 78.117 21.883 80.586 19.414 +2.469
Ta events Summer Previous spring 71.482 28.518 72.302 27.698 +0.820
Summer Summer 65.686 34.314 71.431 28.569 +5.745
Fall Previous winter 78.101 21.899 80.554 19.446 +2.453
Fall Previous spring 71.683 28.317 72.290 27.710 +0.607
Fall Previous summer 68.554 31.446 71.338 28.662 +2.783
Fall Fall 68.501 31.499 70.690 29.310 +2.190
Spring Previous summer 76.703 23.297 78.270 21.730 +1.567
Spring Previous fall 86.022 13.978 84.648 15.352 -1.374
Spring Previous winter 91.398 8.602 86.385 13.615 -5.013
Spring Spring 93.369 6.631 83.956 16.044 -9.413
Summer Previous fall 84.840 15.160 84.647 15.353 -0.194
Extreme low Summer Previous winter 89.210 10.790 86.339 13.661 -2.871
Ta events Summer Previous spring 84.020 15.980 83.973 16.027 -0.047
Summer Summer 84.751 15.249 79.147 20.853 -5.605
Fall Previous winter 88.727 11.273 86.379 13.621 -2.348
Fall Previous spring 84.304 15.696 83.972 16.028 -0.332
Fall Previous summer 81.392 18.608 79.241 20.759 -2.151
Fall Fall 81.607 18.393 83.865 16.135 +2.258
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Table A.3: Fire ignition probability as a percentage value (F%) for extreme high air temperature [Ta: ◦C] event occurrence over
differing seasonal time intervals up to and including the active fire season. Stars in adjacent rows indicate the data were combined
to account for sample size.


































0.58 0.68 0.80 - - - - - - - -
Spring
3 + 2 seasons
prior
0.10 0.11 0.27 0.23* 0.23* - - - - - -
Summer
3 + 2 seasons
prior
1.51 1.44 2.24 2.75 2.65* 2.65* - - - - -
Fall
3 + 2 seasons
prior
0.64 0.68 0.43 0.78 0.93 1.26 - - - - -
Spring
3 + 2 + 1
seasons prior
0.08* 0.08* 0.13 0.26 0.30 0.47* 0.47* - - - -
Summer
3 + 2+ 1
seasons prior
1.18 1.68 2.15 2.17 1.98 2.02 3.54 4.16* 4.16* - -
Fall
3 + 2 + 1
seasons prior
0.61 0.70 0.63 0.39 0.64 0.90 1.20 1.46 - - -
Spring
3 + 2 + 1
seasons prior
+ fire season
0.06* 0.06* 0.06* 0.11 0.20 0.39 0.53 0.93* 0.93* - -
Summer
3 + 2 + 1
seasons prior
+ fire season
1.20 1.37 1.83 2.00 1.97 2.35 2.25 2.40 3.66 4.38* 4.38*
Fall
3 + 2 + 1
seasons prior
+ fire season
0.70 0.72 0.38 0.61 0.52 0.81 1.06 0.80 1.74 - -
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Table A.4: Fire ignition probability as a percentage value (F%) for extreme low air temperature [Ta: ◦C] event occurrence over
differing seasonal time intervals up to and including the active fire season. Stars in adjacent rows indicate the data were combined
to account for sample size.


































0.70 0.50 0.57* 0.57* - - - - - - -
Spring
3 + 2 seasons
prior
0.24 0.16 0.17 0.29* 0.29* 0.29* - - - - -
Summer
3 + 2 seasons
prior
2.15 1.89 1.42 1.74 2.51* 2.51* - - - - -
Fall
3 + 2 seasons
prior
0.68 0.69 0.36 0.56 0.85* 0.85* - - - - -
Spring
3 + 2 + 1
seasons prior
0.30 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.31* 0.31* - - - - -
Summer
3 + 2+ 1
seasons prior
2.32 1.76 1.88 1.39 1.72 3.41 3.11* 3.11* - - -
Fall
3 + 2 + 1
seasons prior
0.64 0.83 0.50 0.46 0.46 0.71* 0.71* 0.71* - - -
Spring
3 + 2 + 1
seasons prior
+ fire season
0.37 0.22 0.16 0.11 0.16* 0.16* 0.16* - - - -
Summer
3 + 2 + 1
seasons prior
+ fire season
2.64 1.82 2.10 1.50 1.13 1.72 1.77 1.87* 1.87* - -
Fall
3 + 2 + 1
seasons prior
+ fire season
0.64 0.72 0.65 0.57 0.55 0.36 1.12* 1.12* - - -
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Table A.5: Soil characteristics across all sites in the Spring and Sheep mountains. Infiltration capacity is higher at 5% slopes
(neutral aspect sites) and is reduced at 15% slopes (north and south aspect sites).
Location
and elevation














0-15cm 18.0 48.0 34.0 0.45 0.225 0.197 0.109 29.71 - 51.43 5.26 14.80 284.64
Spring 2400m 15-30cm 20.6 45.9 33.5 0.45 0.243 0.213 0.125 - 5.70 14.80 214.56
30-45cm 20.8 45.6 33.6 0.45 0.245 0.215 0.126 - 5.72 14.80 209.04
0-15cm 17.2 50.7 32.1 0.45 0.215 0.189 0.104 29.71 - 51.43 5.24 14.80 327.12
Spring 2200m 15-30cm 20.7 48.0 31.3 0.45 0.240 0.210 0.125 - 5.86 14.80 224.64
30-45cm 23.1 47.9 29.0 0.45 0.253 0.222 0.139 - 6.39 14.80 180.72
0-15 cm 15.8 52.4 31.8 0.43 0.204 0.168 0.095 29.71 - 51.43 5.01 13.80 385.92
Spring 2000m 15-30cm 19.7 49.3 31.0 0.45 0.231 0.203 0.122 - 5.72 14.80 253.44
30-45cm 20.5 49.7 29.8 0.45 0.235 0.206 0.123 - 5.94 14.80 238.56
0-15cm 19.1 41.1 39.8 0.45 0.246 0.216 0.116 29.71 - 51.43 5.1 14.80 212.88
Sheep 2400m 15-30cm 22.1 40.4 37.5 0.45 0.262 0.230 0.134 - 5.68 14.80 163.44
30-45cm 23.6 40.8 35.6 0.45 0.269 0.236 0.143 - 6.01 14.80 145.44
0-15cm 17.7 53.9 28.4 0.43 0.211 0.173 0.106 29.71 - 51.43 5.57 13.80 341.52
Sheep 2200m 15-30cm 24.1 50.1 25.8 0.45 0.254 0.223 0.145 - 6.79 14.80 173.52
30-45cm 26.7 49.0 24.3 0.45 0.271 0.238 0.160 - 7.29 14.80 131.28
0-15cm 15.0 50.3 34.7 0.45 0.205 0.180 0.091 29.71 - 51.43 4.7 14.80 389.52
Sheep 2000m 15-30cm 18.1 47.9 34.0 0.45 0.226 0.198 0.11 - 5.27 14.80 280.08





























Figure A.1: Spatial variogram of maximum daily air temperature [Ta max: ◦C] values
averaged from 1992-2015 across all cells in the Sierra Nevada study region. The Moran’s
I of Ta max values averaged from 1992-2015 across all cells was calculated: observed =
0.1971851; expected = -0.0002479544; sd = 0.0005227258; p value = 0.
Figure A.2: Timeseries of monthly extreme low air temperature [Ta: ◦C] event magnitude
across the Sierra Nevada region from 1992-2015 (gray points), and extreme low Ta event
magnitude of fire cells (blue points). Visualized extreme value line for all cells and fire cells




Extreme low Ta events, 1992−2015 Extreme low Ta events, fire cells 1992−2015
Previous summer
b
Previous fall Previous winter  Spring fire season
Previous fall
c
Previous winter Previous spring Summer fire season
Previous winter
d
Previous spring Previous summer Fall fire season
Cells with extreme low Ta events
Cells without extreme low Ta events
Proportional increase in extreme events, fire cells
Proportional decrease in extreme events, fire cells
Figure A.3: Pie charts of the proportion of months experiencing an extreme low air tem-
perature [Ta: ◦C] event on average (gray area), and the proportional decrease in extreme
low Ta event occurrence in fire cells (black area; Panel a). Panels b-d illustrate proportional
changes (black: decrease; blue: increase) in extreme low Ta event occurrence for fire cells
in the spring (Panel b), summer (Panel c) and fall (Panel d) fire seasons, and proportional

















































































































Extreme low Ta events
Figure A.4: Boxplots of extreme low air temperature anomaly (observed – long-term
mean/standard deviation of long-term mean) for extreme low Ta events in non-fire cells
(gray boxes) and fire cells (blue boxes) in the spring (Panel a), summer (Panel b) and fall
(Panel c) fire seasons, and in the 3 seasons preceding each fire season. Stars represent signif-
icant differences between fire and non-fire cells (p-value ≤ 0.05; one-tailed t-tests) and the
direction of this difference is indicated by the arrows between boxes.
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Spring fire season; previous summer, fall, and wintera


























Spring fire season; previous summer, fall, winter, and same springb
































Summer fire season; previous fall, winter, and springc
































Summer fire season; previous fall, winter, spring, and same summerd





























Fall fire season; previous winter, spring, and summere































Fall fire season; previous winter, spring, summer, and same fallf
Figure A.5: Fire ignition probability for cells experiencing differing numbers of extreme high
air temperature [Ta: ◦C] events during and prior to the fire season, summarized across 1992-
2015. Panels a, c, and e illustrate fire ignition probability in the spring (Panel a), summer
(Panel c), and fall (Panel e) fire season in response to extreme event occurrence during the
3 prior seasons (3 seasons, 9 extreme events maximum). Panels b, d, and f illustrate fire
ignition probability in the spring (Panel b), summer (Panel d), and fall (Panel f) fire season
in response to extreme event occurrence during the 3 prior seasons and also the fire season
(4 seasons, 12 extreme events maximum). In cases where too few events were observed in
















Figure A.6: Map of wildfire ignitions.
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